Explore Cuba’s dynamic culture and abundant biodiversity, from colorful urban streetscapes to dazzling coral reefs.

Its complex politics and vibrant music have attracted the attention of the world. But Cuba, the largest island nation in the Caribbean, is also home to the unexpected. It’s a place of stunning contrasts: mysterious caves and bright boulevards, sweltering fields and cool forests, hard challenges and high energy.

This immersive exhibition—fully bilingual in English and Spanish—presents the surprising and extraordinary sights, sounds, and experiences of Cuba. Meet its people, explore its landscapes, encounter its unique species, and come away with new perspectives on this intriguing country.

“The entire kaleidoscope of Cuban life has been created.”

— The New York Times
Introduction to Cuba

What is Cuba? Who are the voices of Cuba today? What is the future of Cuba? First-person narratives and portraits are interspersed throughout the exhibition, providing a modern-day reflection of Cuba’s national identity. A video theater presents Understanding Cuba, introducing the island and its people, ecosystems, culture, and history.

Economy & Industry

How have political and economic changes impacted the Cuban people? A recreated tobacco shed examines the history of the cigar industry, while a bicitaxi and organic fruit cart demonstrate the challenges and advantages of the country’s new surge in private enterprise.

Biodiversity & Conservation

What makes Cuba’s biodiversity so unique, and how is it being protected? Cuba’s remarkable range of ecosystems and geographic isolation have resulted in a high proportion of rare and endemic species. Discover the scientific research and conservation initiatives underway to maintain these diverse natural habitats.

Culture & Tradition

Who are the Cuban people? Cuba’s rich multicultural heritage is revealed through vibrant scenes and engaging interactives dotted along a colorful urban boulevard. Explore some of the most intriguing aspects of Cuban culture: Carnival, Orisha religion, visual arts, and traditional games, music, and food.

“Comprehensive attention to Cuba’s richly biodiverse landscape.”
— SCIENCE

FIND OUT MORE:

amnh.org/traveling
travelingprograms@amnh.org
212.496.3362

SPECIFICATIONS:

VENUE GALLERY SIZE:
7,000 – 8,000 ft²

VENUE CEILING HEIGHT:
11 ft recommended

CONSERVATION + SECURITY:
(To be determined)

STANDARD RENTAL LENGTH:
14 – 16 weeks